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WATER TESTER INSTRUCTIONS
To extend the life of your water tester JL290493N and ensure 
accurate results, be sure to:
- Keep the switch in the OFF position (all the way toward “PH”) 
when not in use.
- Store in a cool, dry place away from sunlight.
- DO NOT immerse the probe in any liquid other than pool or spa 
water.
- Check the battery routinely for freshness—unit requires one “AA” 
1.5 volt alkaline battery.
CLEANING PROBES:
A) Using the #600 extra fine sandpaper provided in you kit, gently 
rub the metal probes to remove any build-up.
B) Wash the probes in light soap and water; dry with a clean 
tissue.
C) Wait 3 to 5 seconds to reduce static electricity.
CHLORINE CALIBRATION – ADJUSTMENT POINT:
Before you use your water tester for the first time, you must 
adjust (calibrate)water tester to match your swimming pool or spa 
water with the following sequence:
1. Test your pool or spa water using a conventional liquid test kit
2. Record the chlorine reading level as you will need (example: 
1.5PPM)
3. No adjustment is required for pH
FINDING YOUR WATER TESTER ADJUSTMENT POINT
A. Insert an AA 1.5 volt battery in the compartment inside the 
handle positive side up.
B. Hold the water tester in one hand and the probe in the other.
C. Insert the cleaned metal probes into the water up to black 
band.
D. Stir the water slightly with the probe.
E. With the probe still in the water, turn the wheel on the face 
of the tester all the way to the left towards ”CL”. Slowly turn the 
wheel back to the right until the needle matches the chlorine level 
you recorded with the convention liquid tester (Example 1.5)
F. Remove probes from the water without touching the wheel. 
Indicator will move all the way to the right and stop on a letter 
between A and E. This letter is your ADJUSTMENT POINT.
NOTE: Any time you use your WATER TESTER to test
the chlorine level, you must adjust the meter to the
“adjustment point” before testing.

TESTING CHLORINE LEVEL:
Recommended Chlorine Level for Pools and Spas is 1.2 to 1.7ppm
A. Position the needle to your “adjustment point”
B. Holding the water tester in one hand and the probes in the 
other, insert the probes into the water up to the black band. Wait 
until the needle rests for a better chlorine reading.
C. Leave the probes in the water and proceed with instructions 
for testing pH.
TESTING pH LEVEL:
Recommended pH Level for Pools and Spas is 7.2 to 7.8
A) With the probes still in the water, turn the wheel all the way to 
“pH” until it clicks (battery must off for pH reading)
B) Wait until the needle rests on the Ph reading.
C) Gently dry probes and insert into the holder on the side of the 
water tester for storage.
Carefully read and follow usage instructions of all chemical
containers
DETAILS AND PRECAUTIONS ON THE USE OF BATTERIES
- Discard a used battery in nature or garbage pollutes and 
prevents the recovery of recyclable.It is therefore important to 
limit consumption of batteries and follow these guidelines:
- focus on alkaline batteries (that last longer than the saline 
batteries) and when possible, rechargeable batteries.
- deposit batteries and accumulators in specific containers 
arranged among traders.For example, metals will be valued and 
polluted the environment because they contain heavy metals 
hazardous to health and the environment primarily (cadmium and 
nickel)
- The piles must installation by respecting the polarity indicated 
on the apparatus and the pile.An incorrect positioning can is to 
damage the apparatus, is to cause escapes on the level of the 
pile,is to the extreme to cause a fire or the explosion of the pile.
- To ensure proper operation, the batteries must be in good 
condition. In case of abnormality in the functioning of the device, 
put fresh batteries.
- Never attempt to recharge non-rechargeable batteries.They 
could run, warm up, causing a fire or explosion.
- Replace all batteries at the same time. Never mix zinc batteries 
with alkaline batteries or rechargeable batteries.
- The batteries must be removed from the device.
- Also, remove the batteries from your device if you do not use it 
for a long time, if the batteries may leak and cause damage.
- Never try to short-circuit the battery terminals.
- Never dispose of batteries in fire, they might explode.
- Charging of batteries is to be performed by an adult.
- Remove batteries from the device before reloading.
- We recommend an adult to supervise children when they 
change the batteries so that these instructions are complied with 
or to make himself the replacement of batteries.

PT2-20-GB - If a battery is swallowed, immediately consult a doctor or poison 
control center nearest you. Do not forget to carry the product with 
you.
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Processing of electric and electronic equipment at the 
end of their service life (applicable in member countries 
of the European Union and other European countries 
operating a selective waste collection system).

 
 

 

This symbol, affixed to the product or its packaging, indicates that 
the product must not be processed with household waste. It must 
be brought to an electric and electronic waste collection point 
for recycling and disposal. By ensuring the appropriate disposal 
of this product you also help in preventing potentially negative 
consequences for the environment and human health. The 
recycling of materials helps preserve our natural resources. For 
further information regarding the recycling of this product, please 
contact your municipality, local waste disposal centre or the store 
where the product was purchased.
Net Weight :0.146 Kg


